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I refer to your letter dated 3 October last (Ref: PAC32-l-1583} regarding the use of the Public Services 

Card for Free Travel. 

It is important to point out at the outset that the Department of Employment Affairs and Social 

Protection (DEASP) does not provide the NTA with any information about the person to whom a free 

travel enabled Public Services Card has been issued . Consequently, neither NTA nor the Leap Card 

systems contains or processes any data about people who hold a free travel pass. Therefore, the 

National Transport Authority does not have any means to correspond with public services card holders 

who access public transport services, other than via a the DEASP. 

It is also relevant to point out that the free travel enabled Public Services Card is not the only means 

to obtain free travel as a percentage of customers still use the insecure paper pass to obtain travel. 

Furthermore, Northern Ireland Senior SmartPass holders are also entitled to free travel on services in 

Ireland using their existing Senior SmartPass under the All Ireland Free Travel Scheme. 

Appendix 1 contains an information note detailing the general arrangements for the use of free travel 

enabled Public Services Cards. 

Appendix 2 contains information provided by larnr6d Eireann concerning the circumstances leading 

to the issuing of a fine to a holder of an invalid Free Travel pass. 

Finally, I wish to clarify that the annual block grant received by CIE from DEASP under the Free Travel 

Scheme includes the payment for larnr6d Eireann. They are not paid separately per journey. 

Yours sincerely 

Chief Executive 

Tabhair cuairt ar www.Transportforlreland.ie le haghaidh eolais agus seirbhisi iompair phoibli do chusta imeiri 

Visit www.Transportforlreland.ie for public transport customer information and services 
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APPENDIX 1 

1. Integration with the PSC FT variant cards 

When the decision was taken by the DSP (now the DEASP) to create the Public Services Card, the Leap 

Card project team, in co-operation with the Department of Transport and the public transport 

operators, collaborated with the DSP to create a Leap compatible free travel variant of the Public 

Services Card. The first version of Free Travel variant of the Public Services Card (PSC-FT) was launched 

in December 2013. A new version of the PSC-FT commenced issuance in November 2018. 

As of 30 September 2019, over 1.2 million free travel enabled PSC cards have been issued by the 

DEASP. 440,000 of these had been used in the first half of 2019 to verify their entitlement to free 

travel on subsidised public transport. 

CIE companies receive a block grant of €51.6 million from DEASP for free travel on larnr6d Eireann, 

Bus Eireann (excluding Expressway which is a commercial operation) and Dublin Bus. This sum, which 

has remained fixed during the recession (i.e. since 2010) is apportioned by CIE to the 3 operating 

companies. 

Commercial bus operators have a direct contractual relationship with DEASP that does not involve 

NTA. Some operators use reports from the Leap card ticket machines to support their claims for 

compensation. The Leap back office holds the leap data (including free travel transaction data) on 

behalf of commercial bus operators in a secure hosted environment. The reports provided by 

commercial operators do not contain personal data about the cardholder. NTA believes the details 

provided are the time and date of travel, the route and boarding point, the fare foregone and vehicle 

details. 

NTA has revenue responsibility for tendered services, including those operated by Go Ahead, and has 

supplied in the past the same data set as commercial operators, to DEASP in support of claims for the 

free travel provided. NTA is currently in discussions with DEASP in regard to what data is required to 

support the claim for payment to the NTA for the fare foregone for free travel on tendered services. 

The electronic PSC-FT has delivered a number of benefits to transport operators; it is more difficult to 

duplicate than paper passes, and it facilitates automated recording of journey volumes. However, it 

should be noted that a small percentage (approximately 4%) still use a paper pass today despite the 
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existence of the PSC-FT. As there is no electronic chip in the paper pass they have on occasions been 

used for fraudulent travel as they can be relatively easily forged and cannot be blocked. 

NTA has a data retention policy for all Leap card transactions, including free travel data, which requires 

all data to be held in GDPR compliant and secure repositories with access granted only to those who 

require it for business purposes. All Leap data, including free travel records, are destroyed on a rolling 

basis after 13 months; the time period deemed necessary to support follow up queries and for 

financial reporting. The policies and procedures are regularly audited by NTA's internal audit function 

and no significant issues have ever been identified. These policies were discussed with the Data 

Protection Commission prior to the launch of the Leap scheme in 2010/11. 

It is worth emphasising again that neither NTA nor any transport operator can connect the 

electronically read card number (which is not visible on the card) with the card holder. The data 

retained is the minimum data set necessary to support claims for recompense and to investigate 

possible abuses of the free travel scheme where fraudulent travel may have occurred. In such cases it 

is normal for the operator to engage directly with the free travel section in DEASP as outlined in the 

larnr6d Eireann case in Appendix 1. 

NTA has confirmed with the CIE operators that no other free travel reports are provided to DEASP. 

Individual cases of suspected fraudulent travel are investigated as described in Appendix 1. 

2. Determining entitlement to Free Travel 

DEASP is the sole determinant of who is entitled to receive free travel and the nature of the free travel 

that they are entitled to. NTA does not have any role in this decision, nor in the capturing of the 

customer's identity information and NTA is not provided any information about the cardholder or the 

nature of the Free Travel granted to an individual. There are 3 categories of free travel passes: 

• If FT-P Public Services Card, card holder is personally entitled to free travel. 

• If FT+S Public Services Card, cardholder's spouse, partner or cohabitant can obtain free when 

travelling with the cardholder, they cannot travel for free alone. The spouse, partner or 

cohabitant's name is not printed on the card. 

• If FT +C Public Services Card, a companion (over 16) can travel with the cardholder (e.g. 

because the card holder is unable to travel alone for medical reasons). 
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3. Information held by the National Transport Authority in relation to 
Public Services Card holders 

Where the DEASP determines that a customer is entitled to free travel, their card issuing process 

includes a step to assign the PSC-FT a unique identifier determined by the DEASP. The DEASP sends to 

the NTA a record of the issuance of a PSC-FT so that NTA can update the Leap central systems. This 

unique identifier, which is held securely in the contactless chip embedded in the card, can only be 

read electronically by Leap enabled equipment and by DEASP the card issuer. This number is not 

printed on the PSC. 

The data provided to NTA does not identify the cardholder in any way. The DEASP does not provide 

NTA with any card holder information. It does not provide the NTA with the card holder's name, it does 

not provide the NTA with the cardholder's photograph nor does not provide NTA with the cardholder's 

PPSN. The sole purpose is to update the Leap system to reflect the creation of a card that can now be 

used on public transport. Only the DEASP can Link the PSC electronically read number to a cardholder's 

identity. 

A process is in place between NTA and the DEASP for sharing the records of free travel usage with the 

DEASP. Usage records collected by transport operators and forwarded to the NTA are transferred to 

DEASP on weekly basis. This data contains absolutely no data or information about the cardholder. 

The data transferred is the date and time of travel, the operator ID, device ID, transaction type, 

transaction number, card category and the electronic card number. 

The DEASP has advised NTA that the legislative provision for transferring data is covered by Section 

261 (2) of the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 which provides that information held by another 

Government Department or a public body which is required for the purposes of the Act or the control 

of schemes may be transferred to the Department. 

261. (2) Information held by the Minister for the purposes of this Act or the control of schemes 

administered by or on behalf of the Minister or the Department of Social and Family Affairs may be 

transferred by the Minister to another Minister of the Government or a specified body, and information 

held by another Minister of the Government or a specified body which is required for those purposes 

or the control of any such scheme administered by another Minister of the Government or a specified 

body may be transferred by that Minister of the Government or the specified body to the Minister. 
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4. Revoking/ Cancelling a Public Services Card (Free Travel Variant) 

DEASP are the body that determines when a free travel enabled PSC is to be revoked. NTA does not 

make this determination. Each month the DEASP sends NTA a file containing a list of the unique 

identifiers that are no longer valid for free travel. NTA processes this list and inserts the PSC card 

number into a "hotlist file" for electronic distribution to each of the transport operators, who then 

distribute it to their ticket machines. When a free travel enabled PSC that is on the hotlist is presented 

to a ticket machine, the ticket machine blocks the card. This means that the card, when subsequently 

presented to any Leap ticket machine or inspection device, will show up as "Blocked". A record that 

a card has been blocked is kept by the Leap system. 
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APPENDIX 2 

I 

larnr6d Eireann's revenue protection unit are equipped with handheld inspection devices that can 

read the status of free travel enabled Public Services Cards. These devices do not record any personal 

information regarding the cardholder. No personal data is stored electronically on the card, so no 

personal information can be electronically read from the card. 

larnr6d Eireann has informed NTA that in this instance the PSC, when inspected by an larnr6d Eireann 

staff member, showed as "Blocked", meaning that it had already been revoked by the DEASP. 

Consequently, the cardholder was not travelling on a valid ticket and was therefore liable for 

prosecution as a fare evader, a criminal offence, in accordance with applicable legislation. 

Where a fare evader is detected, the name and address of the individual is obtained by the Authorised 

Officer at the time of issuing the Fixed Payment Notice, in accordance with the 2005 Railway Safety 

Act, Section 129. In the specific case referred to, larnr6d Eireann has informed NTA that the 

Authorised Officer asked the customer for their information and they were voluntarily supplied by the 

customer. The Authorised Officer recorded this information as part of the issuance of Fixed Penalty 

Notice (FPN). 

When a FPN is issued and the Authorised Officer reasonably suspects the card had been previously 

fraudulently used, larnr6d Eireann will email the DEASP for confirmation of when the Free Travel 

entitlement ceased and to clarify whether the customer was notified if their Free Travel entitlement 

had been withdrawn. I am informed that the DEASP will reply with the date the Free Travel entitlement 

ceased and in some cases the date the customer was notified that their entitlement to Free Travel has 

been withdrawn. 

In this case larnr6d Eireann contacted the DEASP and from the information received (the date Free 

Travel ceased and that the customer was notified Free Travel had been withdrawn) larnr6d Eireann 

calculated a Debt based on (1) the price of 4 monthly tickets from the date Free Travel ceased to the 

date the Authorised Officer issued the FPN. (2) the price of the monthly ticket is based on the journey 

taken on the date FPN issued. It is this value that was issued on the letter sent to the card holder. 
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larnr6d Eireann inform us that they have never sought, received or require information on individual 

journeys in association with the PSC. larnr6d Eireann has informed NTA that the customers previous 

travel history is not known or used by the Revenue Protection Unit. larnr6d Eireann have informed 

NTA that they do not retain a database anywhere connecting a PSC number with the name, or any 

other details of the individual. 
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